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1 Introduction

At gravitational interactions there appears a defect masses [1], i.e. some
an energy yields since the bodies (or particles) are atracted. In the
previous work [1] it was shown, that the radiation spectrum (or energy
levels) of atoms (or nuclei) in the gravitational field has a red shift, since
the effective mass of radiating electrons (or nucleons) changes in this
field. This red shift is equal to the red shift of the radiation spectrum
in the gravitational field measured in existing experiments. The same
shift must arise when the photon (or -) quantum) is passing through
the gravitational field if it participates in gravitational interactions.
The absence: of the double effect, in the experiments means that pho-
tons (or " q lania) are passing through the gravitational field without
interactions.

This work is devoted to search for the influence of gravitational
interaction on lli'- body (or particle) characteristics.

2 Some Consequences of the Law of .Local Energy
Conservation in Gravitational Field

a). We will consider the influence of the external gravitational field
y — —G-~ [M is a mass; of the external body, r is a distance and G
is a gravitational constant) on characteristics of a body (or particle)
having a small velocity. The law of local energy conservation in the
classical case is presented in the following form:

me? mvn ...
E = -yi- + impi = —~ + rmp2 (1)

m(v\ -v\) , .
—^-L ^ = m ( ^ 2 _ V l ) . (2)

The Eqs. (1) and (2) characterize the balance between kinetic and
potential energies (the smaller one energy, the bigger another energy
and back). It is necessary to take into account the fact that in equations
(1), (2) the mass m is included as a factor. Formally we can delete this



factor and then we came to the following senseless equation:

(r'i-vl) .

111 a more strict form the law of local energy conservation can be rewrit-

,_ •> mv'i , mi'n
E = me- + -yi- + "Vi = me2 + —± + m*p2- (3)

Then the Eq. (3) can be rewritten in th following form:

E = mc\l + f±)+
1^ii = mc2(i + f)+n^. (4)

After introduction the new masses:

"m' = m(l + 4 ) m" = m(l + ̂ ). (5)
cz c/

and new velocities:

t-? = - ^

Eq. (4) acquires the following form:

m'.,.'2 m"i'12

E=m>c*+rr^ = m"c>+r-^. (6)

The eq. (6) means that in an external gravitational field the effective
mass body (or particle) changes. For clarification of this question, let us
consider a body (or particle) with mass m in the external gravitational
field Y in point r and write the law of local en'ergy conservation for this
system

9 2 m t ' 2 / 2 rn'v'2
me = E = me -\ (- m<p=m c -\ —, (7)

where

m = m (1 + -r) Am = m — m — m-^. or = —,

cz cz m cz

and 2

Au2 = v2 - v12 = -v\^) or =f = 4- (8)



Eqs. (7). (8) mean that changing of mass (Amc2) of the body (or
particle) in the external gravitational field goes on kinetic energy of
this body (or particle).

And what is the result we have come to? In contrast to classical
physics, the velocity of the body (or particle) is v' and

A c 2 — vl — vn — — r 2 — A c — — ; • -— /Q1

The real velocity of the body (or particle) differs on Av from the
classical one. This difference can be measured by using Dopller and
Mosbauer effects at moving the radiation atoms in the gravitational
field of the Earth. We also can measure this effect at rotating planet
around the star (the Sun). The real velocity of the rotating planet will
differ from the classical one of the rotating planet.

b) Since the difference between the real and classical velocities Ac
is very small, then this displace is very small. So, we can see this effect
at multiple rotation of the planet around the star (the Sun). From
equation (8) we see that this difference is bigger if the value | 4 |
bigger is. For the Sun system the biggest effect will be obtained for
the Mercury since its distance from the Sun is the smallest (this effect
is known as advance of perihely of the Mercury).

Let come to the computation of this effect.

The rotation period of a planet around a star (the Sun) on a nearly
circle orbit is given by the following expression [2]:

where G is a gravitational constant and M is the Sun mass.

If the circular velocity of the planet (the Mercury) is v and it does
one circle for period P, then perimeter D is

D = Pv. (11)

If the real velocity of the Mercury is v' and p' is the real period of its

rotation, then the real distance D' is

D' = P'v'. (11)



Let us introduce the following definition :

- 9^L ±_

The centrifugal force is equal to the attractive force on the absolute
value at the rotating planet around the star (the Sun) and therefore

me2 ^ ITIM

= G — - . (13)
r vl

From Eq. (13) we obtain the following correlation:

then the velocitv variation Ar is
Av =

2
then using eq. (14) we obtain the relation

Ar 1 Ar
— = - - — • (15)
v 1 v

Since the time measurement unit is fulfilled by the atomic clock,
then the decrease of mass results in the increase of length (Bohr orbit
[1. 3]). then the decrease of the planet mass results also in increasing
the distances (or standard measure unit).

r ~ —. m —> m — Am(Am > 0),
m

Ar
r' = r + Ar = r(l -\ ) ,

A V 1 ( l + ) 1 d + e). (16)
m' m — Am m m m

So. we obtain

T— <"»



Besides we must take into account the relativistic factor 7 =
= = ^ , since the planet is moving around the star (the Sun) with

velocity i>

1 ^ + *. (18)
/ l - :u2/c2 2c2

Putting the eq. (14) in eq. (18) we get

<19>

Collecting eqs (17), (19) and using eq. (12) we obtain the following
equation:

A~ = ~+e=1.5e, (20)

or

r' = r ( l + 1.5c).

Putting eq. (20) in eq. (10), we come to the following expression for
the period of the planet:

P1 =P (1 + 2.2 oe). (21)

Using cqs (15) and (20), we obtain the following expression for the
velocity displace (variation):

^ = -1-* = JAe. (22)
v 2 r 2 V ;

The Kepler's law states that the smaller the distance from the Sun,
the more the planet velocity is, i.e.

Af v — v'
— = < 0.
v v

It takes place since the length measure unit grosses up and, corre-
spondingly, the velocity must gross on the absolute value. If to take
into account the Kepler's law, then

Au l A r . 1 . 5 e ,
0 7 5 ( 2 3 )



or
v' = v(l +0.75e). (23')

Putting equations (21) and (23") in eq. (11), we obtain

D' = P'v' = Pv{\ + 2.25e)(l + 0.7oe) ~ Pu(l + 3e) = D{\ + 3e) (24)

or
£>' = D(1 + ^ ) . (24')

Equation (24") as function of angle ^ has the following form:

C \f
Y = -f + A ^ . A ^ = 27r3e = 6TT—-—. (25)

for ell iptic orbi t r —> r ( l — e2) (e is a larger eccentr ic i ty and A^p is

czr{\ ~ ez)

Eqs. (25). (26) are mathematically identical to Einstein's equation [4].
These equations are obtained in the flat space by taking into account
changing of the effective mass of the planet in the external gravitational
field, i.e. by using the law of local energy conservation. A more detailed
consideration of this problem is presented in work [3].

3 Conclusion

So. the effective mass ml of the planet rotation around the star (the
Sun) with mass M on distance r is

m' = m( l - 4 ) - <P = G-,
cl r

and the corresponding connection energy is

AE = m\<p |= Amc2.

Half of this energy is the energy of the planet rotation around the star
(the Sun)

ml v = G
m'M m V2 — if,



m'v'2 m'

and another half-
F - 'Hlf.

is the energy lost of planet rotating around the star (the Sun).

At gravitational interactions of bodies and particles there appears
the defect of masses, i.e. the energy yields since the bodies (or parti-
cles) are attracted. It is shown that this changing of the effective mass
of the body (or the particle) in the external gravitational field leads
to changes the measurement units: velocity and length (relative to the
standard measurement units). The expression describing the advance
of the perihelion of the planet (the Mercury) has been obtained. This
expression is mathematically identical to Einstein's equation for the
advance of the perihelion of the Mercury.
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Некоторые следствия закона локального сохранения энергии
в гравитационных полях

При гравитационных взаимодействиях тел и частиц возникают дефекты
масс, т.е. высвобождается энергия, так как тела и частицы притягиваются.
Показано, что изменение эффективной массы частицы или тела во внешнем
гравитационном поле приводит к изменению единиц измерения: скорости
и длины (относительно стандартных единиц измерения). Получено выраже-
ние, описывающее опережение перигелия планеты Меркурий. Это выражение
математически совпадает с эйнштейновским выражением для опережения
перигелия Меркурия.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории физики частиц ОИЯИ.
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At gravitational interactions of bodies and particles there appears the defect
of masses, i.e. the energy yields since the bodies (or particles) are attracted. It is
shown that this changing of the effective mass of the body (or the particle)
in the external gravitational field leads to changes the measurement units: velocity
and length (relative to the standard measurement units). The expression describing
the advance of the perihelion of the planet (the Mercury) has been obtained. This
expression is mathematically identical to Einstein's equation for the advance
of the perihelion of the Mercury.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics,
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